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A umrygof the major accompli shments described in this report is as follows:.

1.th-emnsrtin f-agnefso kinetics versus temperature as a useful
:moito-ofdiffus16nal processes in-chalcogenide glasses as, well as a sensitive

ýprobe of co~~dnteit'.
2. 'The apssociatio6n of %trappeo o;-r6 rectedd oxygen in sputtered amorphous silicon

toandgermanium with,,a.comnpresssd,,strticture rýe~ulting from the formation-of Si-O-Si
and -GeQ-O;G e -bod T-Soito loInfluences 'other properties and, in

germaniuftm, i's shownl to anneal` 6u #rbiigh phase, separation.
3-. The-elucidation ocf .theý,,,c eellent-epitaxy of-Pd Si on silicon that permits the
ffomarioh, of4a1 sh 1-6 crys~tal suicbideý duiring the-,room temp~rature deposition of

4-1 The disccvery--of 61fihplq Anstkabtiity- criteria that lead- to filament formation in S
shapd ngatve iffrenialconductivi-ty-(G-NDC) devicesý.

s., Tte, sy~tematic descriotioi ýof crystallization phenomena- in Geý-Te glasses
a.,,ýoci~ated witlh ý-nemory :behavior. -ConsIs tent withý the T behavior and with the
thfermodynamiic ~results-, glasses richer in Te than- GeTe2 rs -crysalz ei
Ge enrldhed rna~it via a nucleation and, growth process in an', initially, single
phase homogenAeous glass. Between GeTe and a GeTe2 phase separation appears
to -take ptace with OeTe crystallization, preceding the eventual crystallization of
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theTe enriched glass (GeTe 2); intoTe-andGeTe.
6. The measurement-of compositionally dependent heats-of. crystallization and
defect annealing •for sputtered amorphous. Ge-Te films leading toxthe identification
of two ordered amorphous structures: GeTe and, GeTe. The ordering at GeTe 2
supports the random. network S102 structura? model for this composition, whereas

--the--ordering- at-'GbTe suggests-a a-fdld 66dinated sfrut•i~1 model for 1his
composition. Between GeTe 2 and GeTe we have found thermodynamic and structural
evidence for phase separation into these ordered structures. I
7.. The refinement-of the structure-of Ge-Te glasses based on the combined neutr6n
and X-ray radial density analyses.
-8. The analysis of optical absorption, dc conductivity and thermopower-results
for GeTe2 - GeSe 2 alloys leading to a band structure model for these amorphous
phases in their virgin state after sputtering,, and in their annealed state after
heating to the vicinity of Tg. The effect of annealing the GeSe 2-rich films is to
move the Fermi level, across the center of the gap, producing a rapid transition

f. from p-type to n-typp,-conduction.S9. The development, inIconjunction with R. Bube and T. Arnoldussen of Stanford

University, d a method for analysis of photoconductivity results which places
strong constrainst on the allowable density of states.
10. The application of this photoconductivity analysis to determine the effect of
annealing upon the band structure of sputtered amorphousGeTe 2. Preliminary
results indicate that the tailing of the valence band states into the gap increases
withannealing, but that the relative increase in the valence band tail width
is only about half the relative increase in the gap width
11. The extension of the 3-fold coordination model leading to the discovery of new
high Tg glasses in the GeTe - SiTe " As and GeAsSe - GeAsTe systems. Combining
these results with the results described in Item 7 above for Ge-Te alloys, leads us
to speculate on the possibility of widespread 3-fold coordination for chalcogenide
alloys whose average valence electron number is 5 per atom. This coordination,
whi6h could result from a partial electron transfer from the chalcogenide component
to the Group IV component, would lead to enhanced ionic bonding and higher values
of Tg.
12. A new-discussion of ac conductivity data written in order to clarity conflicting
Interpretations of thes'e experiments in the determination of the density of states
function of amorphous semiconductors.
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1. NTROD•,u TION.AND SUMMARYOF 1ARACCOMPLISHMENTS

1.1 introduction

The present technica) .repOrton ARPA, contract .DAHCiS-70"-C-0187 refviews

j, the Work performedunder this contract from May 18-, 1971 toý Decemnber 18,

1971, although-more recent results, have also been~included for topics, which,

T- we aie-conti ning, to investigate. Thi8 is the third technical report in-a two

year study-focused. on omorphous semlconductors-for high-teMperature-appli-m

cations. As this -program nears its completion, an -increasing large, proportion

rl , fof. the Work is becotiing available in published form, primarily in the journal

of Non-Crytialline Solidsý, Materials Research Bulletin, journal of Applied

Physics, Solid State Communiqations and other similarly appropriate publica-.-

tions. * or the-first time in thesedtechnical reports, we have presented the

dompleted work in-abstract form in the main body of the report, a;-d have ap-

.ended the corresponding reprints and preprints separately. The extended sec-

* tions of the text deal with, several interdisciplinary survey studies of proto-

typical chalcogenide systems. In general each of these on-going survey

studies Will be published as a series of self-contained topics, so -that the

extended discussion in the present and preceeding- reports is intended to provide
San overall 'perspective of this work. Many of our ARPA investigations will, of

course, appear as contributions to Vol. .8 - 10 of The Journal of Non-Crystalline

+• Solids which is exclusively devoted to the recent Ann Arbor Conference on the

Physics of Amorphous and Liquid ,Somicondudtors. The research covered by

these articles has largely been descrlbed in the preceeding reports to ARPA.
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1 g Sitiv&yo M faj~or Ac-nplihmnts.

-2: Theqa ae1ociabon-ofttapped or, readtedOxygen-in -sptittered aimorphous

silicon and germanium with a, compressed structure -resulting from -the fo6maton,

of 8-0Si- adGeCGe bonds. This oxi-catoidi'als-, influiences gother pr6ope-t

'~tis an, lngerxaniui5a, is, shown to-anneal out through phase-separaciton.,

Si3. 'The elucidation of the -excellent ,epi1taxy, ofP Si, on silicon that

perxnitto the forimation of a ýsingle crystal silicide, during, the room temperature

* ~' deposition of -Pd over (1;11)'Si.

4-. The-discovery -of simple instability criteria that lead, to-filament

formation in S' shaped-negative differential conductivity (SND5C) devices.

SS.* The sys.tematic descri' tion- of crystallization, phenomena in Ge-Te

glasses associated with -memory behavior. Consistent wlfh the T behavior

and with. the therniodynamic ýresults., glasses richer in. Te than GeTe first2

crystallize. Te in a.G -jeeflrlchdd matrix via a nuclueation and growth process in

an.,.Initially, single phase- homogen~ous, glass. Between GepTe and a GeTe 2

f phase separation appears- to take place with -GeTe crystallization preceding

I4the eventual' crystallization, of the -Te enriched glass (GeTe-2) int6 Te'and GeTe.
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4 •10. Theiaplidauion of this, photoconductivity anilysis •to determine the

effect of annealing upon the band sfiiucture of sputtered amorphous GeTe 2 .

Preliminary results indicate that the tailing of the valence band states into

the gap increases with annealing, but that the relative increase in the valence

band. tail width is ofily about half the relative increase in the gap width.

'11. The extension of the 3-fold coordination model leading-t6the

discovery of new high Tg glassesin the GeTe SiTe - As and GeAsSe - GeAsTe

systems. Combining thesexresults with the results described in Item 7 above

for Ge-Te alloys, leads us to speculate onmthe possibility of widespread

3-fold- coordination for chalcogenide alloys whose average valence electron

number is 5 perat6m. This coordination, which could result from a partial

electron transfer from the chalcogenide component to the Group IV component,

would lead to enhanced ionic bonding and higher values of Tg.

12. A new discussion of ac conductivIty data written in order to clarify

, .conflicting interpretations of these experi~ments in the determihati6n of thr-

density of states function of amorphous semiconductors.

-
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2. SURVEY Of ,THIMODYNAMIC., :STRUCTURAL, OPTICAL AND ELEC.TRICAI,

IMNSFOft PRMOPURTIES- IN ROTOTYPICAL GlASSY CHALCOGENIDESYSEMS.ý

-in ,the*f.irstand secand, technical reports underthis co6tract -We

-F imPhasiied, the importance -of stoichiometry in determining. the structural

-,2
St~te-, physicalpropeities of chalcogenide, glasses. Incontrast to

rMndom-dotalent models, which require. only valency, satisfaction to. account

in a general way four all the ele-'-ronicproperties of chalcogenide glasses,

we have ýshown. that ordering effects produce most %,f the propeity singularities

observed at specific, chemical compositions, for bulk and well annealed

thin film glasses. These orderlng effects In the Ge- Te binary result

because. thepartially-ionicGe-Te bond is stronger than the Ge-Ge-and

Te-Te "bonds. The importance of these discoveries lies in the difficulty

Of studying such ordering effects via direct structural (PD?),methods even

for binary systems. We have continued to utilize these ordering concepts

in selecting model binary, ternary and quaternary systems for detailed

analysis of electronic and thermodynamic properties.

The samples for these studies were produced by rf sputtering films

of various. thickpe!,ses (0.3 - 20 a,), e technique which vastly simplifies

the production of films of known composition with consistently reproducible

properties. We rely primarily on the careful preparation of sputtering

cathodes and on the translation of compositional fidelity from t-athode to film

to achieve films of speclfied compositions. The Go-Te and Ge-Te-Se
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.systems appearto ,be -spes cily -well ̀ behaVed in ,this ,regard, as we have

vwrified by preltimnary microprobe analysis. Arsenic, on the other hand,

appears to, be partiadll depleted- during,, ýsbuterlfig, possibly- because, of a

F -lower "sticking coefficient", while thallium appeardS tobe enriched. Survey
stiudies of sputtered films in systems containing, thesebcomponents are

'therefore: subjecf to-greater composional uncertainty arid require closer

microprobe 'monitoring.

We have utilized rf sputtering of thin films in order to widen the

acee sstble, comppsitional range of glass format-io in Prototypit° la systems

bdyond the limits achievable by almost any other method of sample preparation.

Sputtered thin flms' differ from glasses prepared by the-continuous . blidification

,of a liquid inthree respects. The first and inescapable consequencedof

sputterih9 is the incorporation of argon into the films. We have quantitatively

dchaiacterized this effect in 4 a structurally simple material whose

physical and thermodyn-iit ropeqtip.s have been extensively evaluated in

current and previou8 -poftlons o.f o•,i high temperature chalc6genide, materials

research program.

S~A second consequence Of sputtering is the incorporation of a substantial

concenitration of presently unspecified defects. The enthalpy of any'glass

below T always depends on its method of preparation and its annealing
g

,history. This central fact concerning the demonstrable instability of

'all real glasses has been the experimental platform upon which the theories

of an ideal metastable glassy state have been built . However the

enthalpies of some sputtered amorphous alloys display very large departures
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from their annealed values.. WA&aAe measured these departures for

a- series of Ge-Te amorphous alloys in order to correlate,' the magnitude of the

-observed heat of annealing, With`,, say, the seoatiton-of the deposition

temperature fromT t, the glass transition tempbratuire. We have observed

significant optfcai and ttfansport property changes -occurring on the same

time scale and within .the same temperature, ifnget as, the exothermic

o annealing -of defects, and' these property changes seem, clea•ly attribUtable

Sto the removal of'the defects. Such measurements include-the photd-dbnductivity

of GeTe 2 and the dc conductivity and. thertopower-of selectedd-a-lloys in-

the Ge-Te binary and the GeTe 2 - Ge3e2 pseudobifiary systems. On the

other hand, we have observed that the-magnitude and temperature dependence

of the thermally stimulated argon effusion i§ not simply correlated "and

therefore appears to be, unrelated), with these thermal, and electronic

property changes introduced by annealing below the crystallization, or

glass transition, temperature. Thus a microscopic description of these

defects has not been achieved.

The third consequence of the sputtering of amorphous films is often.

the apparent loss of the thermal- manifestation of T or, in effect, the
g

replacement of a T endotherm by a crystallization or phase separation
g

exotherm for compositions which are far removed from regions of bulk

glass formation. This phenomenon has often been described, -for example,

6 7
for all forms of amorphous Ge and Si for evaporated GeO alloys

-and for the high Ge-content sputtered alloys in the Ge-Te system8. We

have confirmed the existence of this effect in Ge-Te sputtered amorphous
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alloys and have found that-the transitional- composition ies at or near

GeTe 2 in the same composition range wherein other structural and

thermodynamic changes occur. We propose a tentative model for the

origin of this effecti

I 2.2 Ge-Te System

2.2:. 1 Review of Thermodynamics and Glass-forming Tendencies,.
Structural Models.

We have undertaken a comprehensivte study of amorphous

Ge-Te thin fAlms prepared by rf sputtering. Y selected this system-

not only because alloys based on Ge 85Te15 display highly reversible

memory switching, but also becauoe it provides an opportunity to

examine a variety of structural prototypes and to correlate in detail

the transpoit, optical and thermodynamic properties of these structures.

Much of this work has focused on the role of annealing effects, i.e.,

the irreversible removal, upon heating, of structural and chemical

(i.e., argon entrapment) defects which were incorporated into the

films dur'ng their deposition.

In the course of these experiments we have attempted to define

and quantify the role of composition In controlling the stLructural state

and physical properties of a series of glass alloys in a binary system.

Our motivation for such a study lay in the then current state of our

understanding of these materials:

I We had ahleady observed a T maximum and had qualitative

indication of a resistivity maximum in the vicinity of GeTo23



Sputtered amorph1ous GeTe has been studied extensivelyFe 2

(see Section 2. 3) and' the role of stoichiometry on its

properties posed a significant challenge to our understanding

of structure-property relationships in a chalcogenide glass

system.

2. We had measured an order-disorder transition in Te-rich binary

liquids at about 4000C whose energy suggested--a high degree

of local order for lower temperature liquids and glasses3

9
3. Extensive X-ray diffraction data were available which, while'

in- agreement with the random, covalent model of Mott, could not

distinguish between an ordered versus a disordered covalent

network, or even between a- network containing 3-fold Ge and

Te versus a network containing only 4-fold-Ge and 2-fold Te.

4. The existence of phase separation in this system, while in

our view 2,3 apparently absent between Te and GeTe 2 , had

-4- neither been confirmed or rejected for the higher Ge content

glasses.

5. A controversy existed in the literature concerning the short

range order in amorphous GeTe 0: If Go and Te are each in

3-fold coordination, singularities in thermodynm nic, optical

and transport properties might be expected at tho, stiochiometric

GeTe composition. In contrast, ii Ge remains 4- foid and Te

remains 2-fold between GoTe2 and Ge, Oitrn no property

singularities would be anticipated at ;½ s.tolchiometric



GeTe composition..

6 A large discrepancy existed in the reportedi crystallizationw

temperature of amorphous sputtered 11, 12 and evaporated

* GeTe, Which heightened the uncertainty concerning, the

existence of a stoichiometric structural prototype corresponding

to amorphous GeTe.

7. Structural models for GeTe3 and Ge14 have been proposed'2

and in the case of Ge is have, received, some detailed exp'erimental

confirmation. W, wanted to accumulate additional data to

test the proposed GeTe structural model and to decide Whether
2

Sa stoichiometric (i.e., ordered 3-f6ld coordination) model could

also be proposed on the basis of the existence of property

singularities at the GeTo composition.

The results of this experimental program are still incomplete,

but many significant feature i have emerged. The observations can

be classified into:

1. Thermodynamic data, including measurements of density, T

Tx, heat of defect annealing and heat of crystallization vs.

composition.

2. Transport data, especially measurements of dc conductivity

vs. temperature and composition before and after defect

annealing. (Measurements of thermopower and optical

absorption of thin films are currently in progress, and will

A
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I" 3. ryta telizetioh datls £nclig atiha n e of dfect ansiAoa.

:•* •~4 ThermalI. •stimulated ari~oni effu sion- from sputtered Ge•:e2,.

!• ~ ~2.2.2 Therrmodynamic;Data- for G~ • Ais -.

W~e -have mea suredi, in a Perkin,.E~lmer DSC ill. scanning

ca'lorimeter, the enthalpies .of-crystallizatton-.and of defec:t anneaallng

vs. composition for sputtered&Ge-Te films containing 10'- 60%Ge.

In additioniwe have measured ýche compositional dependence of the,

density ,of sputtered.amorphous. Ge-Te -films-. Thendefect--annealing:

experiments provide information regarding the total defect energy

and the kinetics Of defect removal. The heats of crystallization

reveal the energy difference between the amorphous and the

fully crystallized forms of the Ge-Te alloys. These heats can

,be normalied to provide heat of formation data for the amorphous

Ge-Te phase, thereby identifying regions of ordering and regions of

clustering within this system. The density data have been obtained

in order to confirm these ordering and clustering tendencies.

2.2.2. 1 Heat of Defect Annealing

Because the optical and transport properties of sputtered

glassy films are greatly affected by annealing below their crystallization

temperatures, we have attempted to measure the energy differences

between annealed and unannealed films. We noted in our preceeding
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F igure 2.1 Enthalpy change occurring during defect annealing (•) and crys-

• tallization (o) of sputtered amorphou's Ge-Te films versus. composition.
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technical report the qualitative observation of ar exothermic

effect accompanying. the initial scanning of sputtered film-samples

0from 25 C to Tgi as detected by careful comparison of the initial calorimeter

scan trace and the rescanned trace. Since the optical and transport

property annealing effects vary, with film composition in a complicated

Way, we measured the compositional dependence of the stored energy

"4(i.e., defect annealing energy) in the Ge-Te system. The data are

"plotted as squares in Figure 2. 1. A roughly linear increase in stored

energy With-increasing-Ge:-content-is-observed-1

This result, in itself, suggests that the annealing process

removes defects which bear no special relationship to stoichiometry,

For e>- Imple, there is no significant 'maximum, in A, Hanneal' at GeTe 2 ,

as one might expect if the high degree of chemical ordering of GeTe 2 ,

,inferred from the transporl and optical properties of fully annealed

glassy GeTe 2 , were significantly enhanced by annealing. It thus

appears that these.defects are physical (i.e., vdcancies, dangling

bonds, unpaired valence electrons, distorted bonds,, etc.) rather

than chemical (i.e., a nonequilibrium distribution of bond types).

If so, then the defect concentration should, scale fwversely with the

self annealing which can occur during deposition, which in turn might

scale with the departure of the deposition temperature from T or Tx

Indeeci this is roughly correct: The increase in stored energy with

increasing Ge tends to scale with the increasing differential between

the deposition temperature and Tx (See section 2.2.3). We rule



out the release of trapped argon as a significant- contribution

to the defect-annealing exotherm, -because defect annealingoccurs

in a temperature range where less than' 1% of ýeh trapped argon Is

effused, upon heating,

2.2.2.2 Heat of Cristallization

We have measured the heat of crystallization of amorphous Ge-Te alloys

fromrGel 0Te 0 to GeOTe 3 0 in the scanning calorimeter. The data

-were obtained using a 20 deg mrin-_ scanning rate, which produced

a single crystallization exotherm for each composition for Ge contents

up to Ge 4 0 Te 6 0 . Films containing more than 40;atomic percent'Ge

ci-ystallized in two or more exothermic stages. For Ge 1 0 Te 9 0 through

GeTe 2 , the crystallization exotherm was always preceeded by. a Tg

endotherm, which served as a convenient marker for distinguishing

the exothermic effects of defect annealing below T from.,the
g

exkothermic~effects of' crystallization- (above T ). For the, higher Ge

content films, sudh'a natural division is unavailable, and indeed

the two exothermic effects tend to overlap to some extent. We have

relied on X-ray-diffraction evidence and on the large rate of increase

of the exothermic effect accompanying the initial stages of c€,stallization

to separate the observed combined exotherm into a defect annealing

term and a crystallization term.

The data so obtained are plotted vs. composition in the upper
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curve (full circles) in F.igure. 2 Minima in, A H( ) occur nearx

Ge 3 2Ter 8 and Ge Te- . These featufres are more evident when the
4i' 7750 - 5-0,

-measured heats of crystallization are referred to anabsolute enthalpy

scale (as-p n Figi-re 242) -by evaluating AHo -(X), the 25eC heat of formation
0-

of-theanneaied-armorphous alloys at 2500 versus composition. For

this calculation we have taken -the heat of formation of GeTe at 25907

as 4 k, cal-(gin atom)-! (30) and assumed that the 1fully crystallized

films c6ntalii mxixtures of GeTe crystals and, Te crystals (ifTe > 50S
atomic percent) or Ge-crystals (if Ge ><50-atomic percent). Thus the

straight lines -connecting the Te and Ge heats of, formation (both

zero by definition) to the GeTe heat of formation define the heat-of

formation of mixtures of either pair of crystals. To these values are

added' the measured heats of crystallization to obtain the calculated

heats of formation of the amorphous alloys.

In this representation in Figure 2.2, the relevance of the heat

of crystallization to the-:chemlcal ordering tendencies in these glasses

becomes obvious. The lowest energy amorphous phase in. the Ge-Te

system occurs at the same composition, Ge 5 oTe 5 0 , as the lowest energy

crystalline phase. Another minimum appears at - Ge33Te6 7, i.e. ,

near GeTe 2 , displaced slightly to higher Ge than the minimum in

Figure 2. 1. The region of negative curvature In & Ho 0(X) which appears

between these minima in Figure 2.2 should lead to phase separation

if it leads to regions of negative curvature in the Gibbs free energy.
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S- Piqure 2.2 Enthalpy of formation at 25 Cof crystalline ahd sputtered amor--

phous phases in the Ge-Te system versus compostiton. £nthalpy of formation
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We have obtained preliminary, transmissiop, ele'tront ibfcrscope

results which indicate ýthe existence of phase sepatation prforrto

crystallization for the alloy Ge Te, i.e., fieýr the point of-406'

'maximum negative curvature ihr the'j IR !(X) plot.

We draw the enthalpy' miuirma in Fl ;ure 2.2 as continuous

curves. A simple model for the minima at GeTe and GeTe can

be based on a largeordering tendency at these compositions. At

GeTe 2 , we assume that Ge is 4-fold and Te is 2-fold coordinated,

and that only Ge-Te bonds are allowed. Addition of Te to this structure

'introd uce s 'weaker Te-Te bonds, while- addition ofiGe rintrobdudc&,,

weaker Ge-Ge bonds. Theconcentration of these excess bonds

depends linearly on the concentration of excess Ge or Te, so the

energy (enthalpy) of the glass structure would depend only on the

,relative bond concentrations. The extrapolations of this model to

pure Te and pure Ge lead to the obserVed two-fold and four-fold

coordinations observed for those glasses. 'No account is taken in

this model for clustering or ordering tendencies among the excess

Ge-Ge or Te-Te bonds. Small departures from complete ordering at

GeTe would lead to the smooth A H (X) curve which best fits our data.

At GeTe we assume that the bonding effects which proluce

the eiiergy minimum for the crystalline phase must exist for the

amorphous phase as well. X-ray diffraction data rule out the

existence of the crystalline short range order in the glass. This

structure is a rhombohedral distortion of the 6-fold NaCI structure,
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yieiding.3' near.and 3 slightly less near neighbors of Ge. in the

first coordination shel of each Te, and, vice-ver'sao. A further

distortion, resulting. in only 3 unlike neighbors-in the first

coordination shell, (i.e., a 3-fold' structure) is consistenit Withm'pne

diffraction data, and would retain most of the ionicv stabilization which

is essential. for a low energy '(i.e., ordered) amorphous GeTe phase.

Addition of Te or Ge to such a structure presumably results in the

introduction of some 2-fold Te or 4-fold Ge sites, inasmuch as the

_postulated 3-fold. structure can exist only in local envifcnnhents -which;

coitain equal concentrations of Ge-and Te. Again, the addition of

either atom in excess of stoichiometry results in an introduction of

weaker bonds, whose concentration depends linearly on the composition.

And, again, the energy of the structure ought to vary linearly with

this excess energy and thus with composition. The extrapolation

of these linear regions to pure Ge and pure Te should coincide with

the extrapolations of the GeTe 2 structure, in that both models treat

the excess Ge-Ge and Te-Te bonds in the same way. Portions of these

two extrapolations are shown as dashed lines in Figure 2.2.

2.2.2.3 Density of Sputtered Amorphous Ge-Te Alloys

We have measured the density of sputtered amorphous Ge-Te

films by weighing a film of known thickness and area deposited on a

thin cover glass slide. To improve the accuracy of the measurement

we have measured the film thickness at 5 points on the 1" x 1"
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SFigure 2.3 Density of sputtered amorphous films in Ge-Te system versus

composition.
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substrate and have run at least two replicate substrates for

each data point. By these procedures we have reduced the errors

of measurement substantially, and experimental scatter is approximately

+ 1 - 2% in an average case.

The data so obtained are plotted Ln Pigure 2.3 and reveal

considerable structure. The density minimum in the vicinity of GeTe2 ,

seems to signify substantial departures from a random (ideal) solution

behavior, and confirm indirectly the existence of an ordering tendency

at the GeTe 2 composition. The density minimum near GeTe coincides
2 2

with the enthalpy minimum observed near the same composition. The

approximate correspondence of the density and enthalpy minima seems

in good accord with a fairly open structure for the fully cross-linked

chalcogen saturated composition GeTe 2 .

A word of caution regarding these density data must be

made: while good agreement is observed between bulk and film

densities at Go1 7 To83 ard Go15Te85 , defects introduced into films
of higher Ge content durinc deposition will tend to decrease their

density below that of a defect-free glass. On the other hand,

annealing does not remove this density deficit in the case of the

3
GeTe 2 - GeSe 2 system , but rather increases it slightly. Thus an2 2
unknown, compositionally dependent, defect term must be added to

these data to deduce the defect-free glass densities.

2.2.3 Conductivity of Amorphous Ge-To Films

Measurements of conductivity and electrical activation

enery(j in the Ge-Te system have lxe,• obtained on a series of - 1 gm
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!0

--- Figure 2.4 Electrical cnnductivity at 250 C versus composition for amorphous

Ge Te virgin and annealed sputtered alloy films.x l-x
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Figure 2.5 Conductivity activation energy at 25°C versus composition for

amorphous Gex Tel1 x virgin and annealed sputtered alloy films. Tangents of

In a versus 103/kT at 250C were used.
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films sputtered onto electroded.,12 0 and Corning 7059 substrates,.
2 3

The typical experiment consisted of a heating cycle in high purity

N2 gas-during which log i vs. T was measured at low fields ranging

from 10-1 to 10-2 V cm- . By cycling the sample-upand down in

temperatute the experimenter could usually observe the same three

stages of conductivity behavior as described in section 2.3: low

temperature virgin region, fully annealed region, fully crystallized

region. We have emphas'ized the first tw& stages of this behavior,

and, have plotted in Figure 2.4 and ,2.5 ,the 250C Values of conductivity

and -conductivity activation energy vs. composition for tboth virgin

and annealed films. Both, annealed curves show a pronounced singularity

near GeTe 2 .. The virgin filnfis show a broad activation energy maximum

and conductivity minimum neai the same composition but displaced

a bit towards To.

Clearly the chalcogen saturation structural model for GeTe 2

provides an attractive conceptual framework to account for the

conductivity singularity found at GeTe 2 for the annealed films. In

this view the introductim of excess To or Ge to GeTe 2 requires the

formation of new short range order configurations; some of the fully

cross linked corner-sharing GeTc 2 tetrahedra must be perturbed to

form some Ge-Ge or To-Te linkages depending on the direction

of departure from stoichiometry. The electronic states associated

with these perturbed local configurations thus provide a mechanism

,I
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for lowering of the effective band gap relative to thdt of GeTe2

The, effect of defects is to increase the •conductivity and to

smear out the conductivity and' activation energy .slngtilarltles

observed for. the annealed films it the GeTe2 composition. Thus

the largest annealing effect is to be found at GeTe 2 , in contrast to

the enthalpy data which indicate a monotonic increase of defects

with.Ge content assuming ýall defects have identical, energies, Note

that the annealed and virgin data asymptotically approach each

other as the Te concfitfation is increased above 85 atomic percent.

As the deposition temperature approaches the effective annealing

temperature, the concentration of defects (excess enthalpy) in

the virgin films approaches zero (i.e., the extrapolation to

pure Te; see Figure 2.1).

'The curves as presented are incomplete. We are extending

these studies to include thermopower data and data on the Ge-rich

portion of the system. At present we have no data to suggest

any conductivity singularity at GeTe corresponding to the thermo-

dynamic singularity. We anticipate that the comparison of con-

ductivity, optical absorption and thermopower results will reveal

any further singularities In the amorphous Ge-Te system, by analogy

with our results for the GoTe -GeSe2 system (see section 2.3).

2.2.4 Crystallization Behavior of Sputtered Amorphous Go-Te Films

We have been able to sputter thin (- 500 It) amorphous films
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of'Te-Ge alloys over the range from 2.5% Ge to 100% Ge. The

high Te cut-off for-sputtering thick (! 1 a') amorphous films in this

system, for substrates held at ,, 25°C, appears to be close to

Toe9 5 Ge5 . We have examined the thermal, electrical and stru6tural

manlfestations of thermally induced crystallization in thick amorphous

Ge-Te filrris, using calorimetry, dc conductivity and X-ray diffraction

experiments. Additional structural data have been obtained on the

thin films using electron diffraction and microscopy. Optical

microscopic observations- have also proved useful.
I

-The goals of the tirmal studie• have been to observe the

compositional dependence of T and T and to measure the heat

released during crystallization. These samples were therefore heated

relatively rapidly (20 deg mnI) in order to obtain the maximum

calorimetric sensitivity without introducing appreciable thermal lag.

At this scanning rate crystallization of both To and GeTe

occurs in a single exotherm for alloys ranging in composition from

Ge 10Te9 0 to Ge 4 0Te6 0 . The temperature of this exotherm and its

relationship to T as a function of composition is plotted in Figure 2.6.
9

Of the alloys reported in Figure 2.6, only amorphous GeTe

shows two exotherms, an unsuspected result in view of the fact

that it can crystallize to a single phase. X-ray analysis shows

that the first exotherm yields the rhombohedral form of GeTe (i.e., the

stable low temperature modification) and the second exotherm results

in further GeTe crystallization accompanied by Ge crystallization. Thus
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Fig'gure2 _.6, Glass transition temperature (o), beginning of crystallization

exotherm '(,a) and peok of crystallization exotherm (A) of sputtered amorphous

-Ge-Te alloys heated at 20 dog. min. in a Perkin Elmer DSC-lB Scainning

Calorimeter versus, composition.

-4
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a departure from stoichiometry towards' Ge appears to account

for the-discrepancy. We will obtain microprobe analysis •to

confirm this interpretation.

Note that T (x) increases; smoothly from Gel 0 Te9 0 to

GeTe 2 , beyond which no glass transition is observed. For higher

Ge content films,, crystallization occurs before any calorimetric

manifestation of a glass transition. This observation is apparently

independent of the rate of temperature increase up to 80 deg minm-1

6 7
While the absence ofT in amorphous Ge could be viewed as an

analogy to the thermal properties of glassy GeQ 2 and SiO 2 , whose

structures can also be described as tetrahedrally coordinated random

networks and which also lack any evidence of T , the abrupt cut-off
g

of T in amorphous Ge-Te alloys near GeTe 2 appears to be a con-
9g

sequence of other factors. Rather than concluding that the fluidity

transformation associated with T occurs without any thermal
g

manifestation (e.g., the SiO2 or GeO 2 case), we conclude that

crystallization of amorphous Ge-Te alloys containing more than

about 33% Ge occurs as a solid-solid transformation. In other

words, the amorphous material technically devitrifies rather than

undergoing a transition to the liquid state prior to crystallization.

Indeed, the intersecting trends of T and Tx with increasing Ce

content above Ge 3 0 Te 7 0 seem to sug lest that the T phenomena

is experimentally inaccessible due to prior crystallization.

16
Normally such a transformation is ruled out on kinetic
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grounds; the atomic -mobility required to produce measurable

crystallization ,of the glass is not attainedf below Tg. However

in the presence of suitable nucleating points (normally heterogeneous

nuclei), atomic motion within the glass -is not required; onlyimotion

of atoms atthe glass-crystal interface is required. While the

atomic mobility at this interface is normally equated with that of
• 16

the bulk amorphous phase , either the presence of impurities or

the existence of significant structural differences between the

interface and the bulk amorphous pha-,e can invalidate this assumption.

The large differences in the crystallization temperatures reported
+''13 12

for amorphous GeTe prepared by evaporation and rf sputtering

may provide support for the role of impurities in catalyzing (or

inhibiting) the devitrification tram formation of amorphous GeTe.

Alternatively, the motion of defects introduced during the deposition

process may enhance the self-diffusion coefficients in the glass to

the point where the atomic mobility is sufficient to allow crystallization.

Again the nature and concentration of these defects (broken bonds,

high energy SRO clusters, etc.) may depend sensitively on the

deposition parameters of the film, independent of the impurity content.

In order to identify structural transformations associated

with the progressive thermal crystallization of the amoiphous Ge-Te

alloys we annealed both non-electroded and electroded substrates in

dry nitrogen, measuring in the first case the effect of annealing on

the X-ray diffraction patterns, and in the second case the temperature

I>
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dependence of the dc conductivity. In these studies the annealing

temperature was either held fixed (X-ray experiments) or-changed

slowly (ca.. 3 deg mrin i the conductivity experimehts)i These

procedures, together with the thermal sinking provided ;by the

substrates, assured that no appreciable self-heating of the films

could accompany -crystallization, -resulting in a more detailed

picture of the crystallization sequence than could be ýobtained by

rapid scanning in the calorimeter.

Optical microscopy of partially crystallized films containing

25, 30, 33 and 50% Ge revealed the presence of spherulitic crystallites

embedded in an amorphous matrix. These crystals appeared to nucleate

heterogeneously at defect sites on the surface of the film, and ranged

3 6 - 2
in -concentration from 10 to 10 cm All the other films showed

some sort of mottling on a sub-micron scale accompanying the early

stages of crystallization, but the fine scale and the interfering

effefcts of surface rumpling associated with the release of trapped

argjon inhibited detailed optical obseivations in these cases.

The most significant feature of the X-ray diffraction experiments

was the identification of three crystallization regimes for amorphous

Ge-Te alloys containing up to 50% Ge. The high Te regime, extending

to 25% Ge, exhiits the two stage crystallization reported by Messier

12and Roy2. The first stage of crystallization begins just above T
g

and involves the formation of fe crystals, while the second stage
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of crystallization occurs at a uniform temperature of 230 + 100C

and involves the iormation of GeTe crystals accompanied by more

17 0
Teo. As the Ge content approaches 30%, T approaches 220 or so,S~g

and the two crystallization events merge, resulting in the simultaneous

crystallization of GeTe and Te in alloys containing 30 to 36% Ge.

For higher Ge contents the third crystallization regime is encountered,

in which GeTe becomes the initial crystallization product beginning

at a progressively lower crystallization temperature as the Ge

content is increased from 36 to 50%. For Ge 4 0Te60 , for example,

GoTe begins to crystallize at - 1800C and crystallization of GeTe

is joined at - 220°0 by crystallization of To. Simultaneous

crystallization of GeTe and Te proceeds above 2200C.

These results, together with optical microscopy of the same

films, suggest that the nucleation tendency of To in amorphous Go-To

alleys decreases with increasing Gc content, becoming negligible

,r Ge concentrations exceeding 33%, while the nucleating tendency

of GeTe in amorphous Ce-Te alloys is negligible for Ge concentrations

less than 33% and increasos sharply with further G(e concentration.

In the vicinity of GeTe 2 , neither phase has a large nucleation rate,

resultinri In the obselved very low nucleation density. Thus in

order for a glass in the To-rich regime to crystalli•'e completely, it

must become sufficiently enriched in GCc by tellurdi-n crystalli.,,tion to

nucileate gorm•nium teliuride. Convor.-cly, a ql•,s In the Go-rich

reginie (i.e., botwv.'eon (. L 36 T f0tl (Gu To %-.ill ilit',Oly
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crystallize the telluride, rejecting Te into the residual amorphous

phase until tellurium can nucleate. The compositional range in

which both Te and GeTe can nucleate correts*ponds to the intermediate

alloys (i.e., Ge 30Te7 0 to Go 3 6To 64) which crystallize Te and GeTe

simultaneously at about 230-2400C. This diffusion model for the

observed nucleation barrier to second phase crystallization in the

amorphous Ge-Te alloys accounts nicely for the observed constancy of

second phase growth between 220 - 2400C ior slow heating rates.

Some further comments on the compositional dependence of

the Te and GeTe nucleation rates can be offered. Our structural

model 3 for amorphous phases in the 0 - 33% Ge portion of the Go-To

system involves a progressive elimination of To-To linkages with

increasing Go content. We cannot presently determine the s-patial

distribution of these To chain segments. If they are clustered

together, then such clusters obviously provide potential sites for

the nucleation of Te crystals. Conversely, the high rate of GeTe

nucleation in alloys containing more than 36% Ge may perhaps be

taken as an indication that the short range order of crystalline

GeTo exists, albeit in a distorted condition, in glassy alloys of

similar composition. By this we imply that glasses near GeTe in

composition may have 3-fold coordination rather thain a mii:turc ti

2-fold (To) and 4-fold (Go) corrdination. Finally, the, roelOvc difficIL'y

of nucleating oither GoTe or To in the vic-iity 4 (4,'', -
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indirectly, the tetrahedrally coordinated random n6twork structure

model for this composition, which shares nocommon features with

the SRO of either crystalline phase.

Dc conductivity was measured versus temperature for all

the Ge-Te alloys as reported in section 2.2.3, and these measurements

were exteiided into the temperature regime where thermally induced

crystallization occurred. Two categories of crystallization effects

were observed, corresponding more or less to the high nucleation

rate regime (both Te-rich and Ge-rich) and the low nucleation rate

regime. For high nucleation rates (i.e., very fine scale crystallization),

progressive crystallization produced a gradual conductivity transition,

resulting in departures from the intrinsic behavior usually observed

prior to any crystallization. The resulting plots of log a vs. V/T

at intermediate stages of crystallization cannot be simply analyzed,

displa-ying a progressive flattening with increasing reciprocal temperature.

Such a plot is :hown for an analogous quaternary memory alloy,

GolsTe 81Sb2S2 , in Figure 2.7. However for low nucleation rate alloys

such as GeTe 2 the initial stages of crystallization are barely

¶ detectable; the conductivity is shifted uniformly upward without change

in activation energy. This process can continue for as many as two

decades, at which point a 2 dimensional percolation path becomes

established'and the conductivity instantly jumps to the temperature

independent level associated with the crystallized material (- 100- cm-).

An example of such behavior is hewn in Fijuro' 2.8.
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Figure 2.7 Dc conductivity versus reciprocal temperature for a sputtered
1.2 pm thick film of Te 81Ge 15Sb 2S 108 0 C 60 minute curve corresponds to

amorphous film; annealing at. successively higher temperatures caused suc-

cessively more crysLallization of tellurium.
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2.2.5 Thermally stimulated Argon Effusion from Sputtered GeTe2

The rf sputtering process occurs in an argon atmosphere at

approximately 7 millitbrr pressure. Sputtering onto unbiased substrdtes

results in a significant level of argon entrapment. We have measured

argon concentrations in sputtered chalcogenide films ranging up to

several atomic pekcent, and have discovered that the temperature

dependent rate of release of the trapped argon can give information

concerning the accompanying phase transformations and the argon

mobility in these various phases. An introduction to this technique

and its application to sputtered amorphous-GeTe 2 is given- in the

article by Fagen4 (section 3.4.3 and Appendix 1). We shall therefore

limit our remarks here to a brief summary of this work and to the

presentation of some recent results which extend it.

The sequence of phase changes which occur during the heating

of amorphous GeTe 2 has been well characterized by scanning calorimetry

and x-ray diffraction studies. Below the glass transition temperature,

T = 2300C, the amorphous phase is kinetically stable. Crystallizationg

is not observed below this temperature, although annealing below Tg

does produce significant changes in optical3 and electrical 18 properties.

A significant question is whether the release of trapped argon might

account for these changes. Fagen tentatively concludes that this

possibility is excluded because less than one percent of the trapped

argon partial pressure is, however, observed below Tg, indicating

a finite mobility of argon atoms through the interstices of this glass.
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!Above T the atomic mobility of the Geoand Te atoms is
h9

assumed to increase rapidly with tempetature, by anal6gy to other

liquid systems at corresponding temperatures. An increase, in the

slope of the argon partial pressure versus temperature is observed

at this point, indicating an increased mobility for~the trapped argon

atoms as well. The increased atomic mobilities lead, in turn, to

6cystallization, which occurs for this alloy as the simultaneous spherulitic

precipitation of To and GeTe crystals over the approximate temperature

range of 240 - 280°C (see section 2. 2). The argon partial pressure

curve has a maximum in the same temperature interval, suggesting a

competition between the increasing mobility of argon in the liquid

state and the decreasing volume fraction of liquid as crystallization

proceeds.

Between the end of crystallization and the beginning of melting,

the crystalline phases are thermodynamically and kinetically stable.

In this temperature range the argon partial pressure increases nearly

exponentially with temporature, indicative of another regime of thermally

activated aigon mobility, in this case occurring either within the

crystalline GoTo and To phases or along the boundaries between

them. Below T m and at this heating rate, most of the argon Is

retained so that the effective supply of argon atoms is essentially

unlimited.

At about 3800C, the GeTo 2 sample begins to molt by transforming

into a mixture of Go1 7To8 3 outectic liquid and residual GoTe crystals
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inmapproximately equal volume fractions. This event is accompanied-

by an abrupt increase in argon partial pressure, reflecting the

substantially higher argon mobility in the liquid phase. As heating

F. continues, a progressively larger volume fraction of the liquid phase

is formed, presumably increasing the supply of argon available to the

high mobility liquid state diffusion and 6ffusion processes. Counter-

balancing this increased supply is the rapid rate of argon exhaustion

produced by the rapid effusion. At about 480 0 C nearly all the GeTe

has melted, and nearly all the argon originally trapped in the sample

has been expelled, leading to a rpaid decline in argon partial pressure

which reaches the background level by the end of the experiment.

These sequential stages in the temperature dependent argon

release kinetics can be further clarified by subjecting a sample to

sequential heating cycles which 'Lerminate at certain of the phase

transition temperatures. In Figure 2.8 we have plotted the results

of such an experiment, and compaied them to the electrical conductivity

of a comparable sample subjected to the same sequence of heating

cycles. Here the conductivity change with annealing and the argon

effusion below T can be compared directly, confirming the absence
g

of any obvious correlation between them. The thermally activated nature

of the argon effusion process within any single structural regime

(i.e., either glass or liquid or crystalline) is again apparent, but

another characteristic feature of the effusion )Onetics now emerges:

the elusion rate at a given temperature is significantly less upon

_ __ _
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Figure. 2.8 Comparison of conductivity -(left hand scale) and argon effusion

rate (right hand scale) versus temperature for sputtered amorphous GeTe 2 .

Data obtained in these separate thermal cycles: A, 50 - 2050C (i.e. to

completion of defect annealing); B, 50-270°C (i.e. to completion of crystal-

0
lization); C, 50 - 470 C (i.e. to completion of argon release). Heating rate

,v 5 deg. min
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reheating the sample t6 that temperature, indicating. that the

effusion rate at constant temperature decreases with the time

spent at that temperature, even though the total argon content in the

sample may be only slightly changed. These observation 'a turn

indicate that we can consider the total argon content of the film

to be present in the form of several species. Each species involves

a different environment of argon atoms which has its own activation

energy (or distribution of activation energies) for release of argon.

Isothermal effusion studies would be required to sort out tie detailed

mechanism of argon migration and effusion within oach structural, regime,

2.2.6 Conclusions Regardin. Atomic Structure of Amorphous Ge-Te Alloys

We have presented a variety of property measurements on sputtered

amorphous Ge-Te alloys, and additional work on those alloys is

currently in progress. These results permit the formulation of

structural models which describe the chemical bonding in the amorphous

Ge-Te system as a function of composition.

Apparently an ordered covalent network predominates for

amorphous structures between To and GeTe 2 . The progressive increase

in annealed electrical gap with the elimination of Te-Te bonds, and

the increase of T with the addition of Ge cross-linking points give

indirect support to such a model. The existence of Tq and E£ maxima

and enthalpy and density minima at or near GoTe 2 are in full accord

with a completely cross-linked ordered structure at this composition.

The addition of Go to amorphous GeTe 2 does noi produce the

Lu- _
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smoothly varying properties which accompany the addition of Te to

GeTe . Instead, the enthalpy data indicate a large negative departure

from the ordered covalent network predicted mixture of 2-fold Te and

4-fold Ge, leading to a minimum at GeTe. This result can only be

reconciled with a strong ordering tendency for the GeTe composition,

which in turn can only be reconciled with the X-ray data by postulating

the existence of a fully ordered 3-fold coordination of Te and Ge at

GeTe. No conductivity singularity accompanies this structural

singularity, perhaps because in this case the ordered phase has an

electrical .jap whidc lies near the gaps of the two pure end member

amorphous phases, Ge and Te.

These iiodels, while supported by other indirect observations such

as relative ease of nucleation of crystalline Te and GeTe throughout the

system, clearly demand direct experimental verification. It has
9

been shown by Bienenstock, et al , that the neutron diffraction

RDF for amorphous GeTe would distinguish between the 3-fold and

the 2-fold plus 4-fold models. We feel that the time and expense

required to sputter or evaporate a sufficiently large sample of amorphous

GeTe for neutron diffraction would be well invested in terms of the

scientific reward to be obtained, and hope to be able to collaborate

on such an cxperiment in thG near future. The proposed structure of

GoTo2, especially the presumed lack of Ge-Ge and To-Te bonds in this

alloy, will be the subject of additional X-ray RDP experimentation
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in an effort to compare the observed X-ray diffraction with well

verified tetrahedrally coordinated random network structures such
as SiO2 and GeO In the meantime we find the proposed structures

to be useful working models and are continuing- our efforts to collect

more indirect data in support of them. In addition we are investigating

direct diffraction evidence of longer range correlation in these glasses

and in the system GeTe 2 - GeSe 2 . This work is still in a preliminary

stage.
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2.3 Sputtered Amorphous GeTe 2 - GeSe 2 Alloys: New Transport Measurements

And Proposed Band Model

22.3. 1 Introduction

As noted above, the prototypical amorphous chalcogenide GeTe 2

has received considerable attention at ECD by virtue of its stoichiometric

and oossible structural analogy to SiC TGeO2 and other tetrahedrally

coordinated random network glasses. In these glasses, a single

chemical bond type, i.e., Ge-O, Si-O, etc., is found to account

for the observed structural and physical properties. Abundant evidence

has accumulated in the course of our studies to indicate that similar

chemical crdering tendencies are significant for boti GeTe 2 and GoSe 2,

justifying our emphasis on the properties of these materials and mixtures

of them. In this section we present some unpublished results on the

photoconductivity of GeTe 2. In addition we have obtained extensive

new data for the temperature dependence of thermopower and the effects

of annealing on the thermopower for sputtered amorphous GeTe 2 -GeSe 2

alloys. The new transport measurements, including some refined

dc conductivity data for the same pseudo-binary alloys, have been

combined with our previously reported cqkJLiLil absorption results 2 ' 3

to construct a simplified band structure model which largely accounts

for the optical and electrical )roporties of the virgin and annealed

alloy films.

2.3.2 Photoconductivit_ of GoTe 2

2.3.2.1 Introduction

Band strdcture modols for a,.' ,phous semiconductors charoc.tcristicaIly
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assume a high density of low mnobility, spatially localized states in

the tails of the valence and/or conduction bands. The existence
19 20

of these states is inferred fi'om photoconductivity , ac conductivity ,

high-field conductivity 21, and from a variety of other transport

prope:,ties22. However, none of those measurements by itself is

capable of defining the density of sch' states as a function of their

energy or their posi-on in space.

Nevertheless, a new analysis of photoconductivity results which

places strong constraints on the allowable density of states has emerged

.rorn collaborative efforts between E. A. Fagen at EC3D aid R. Rube

and T. Arnoldussen at Stanford University. This model (A.B.F.) is

described in detail in a paper by these authors which is included

in appendix I of this report. The applklation of the A.B.I1.model to

the calculati.on of certain of states parameters for virgin and annealed

sputtered amorphous GoTe2 films is described below. We have

egnphasized the low temperature photoconductivity regime, i.e., the

temperature range in which the photccurrent dominates the dark current.

In this regim.ý the to parature dependence of the photocurrent is

control'led primarily by recombination traffic through one or both

sets of localized states. Thus the density of these localized

states can be inferred from the temperature dependence of photo-

currenLt. Por the GcTe 2 study we were primarily inLcre:,ted in the

effect o' anncxalinq of the virciin fiim- upon th, calculated density

of (valence band) trlppinqj ;:tates.

--------------------------------------



2.3.2.2 Experimental Results and Model Calculations

The photocurrent and the dark current (with its current scale

displaced downwards by 10 3) for virgin and annealed GeTe 2 are plotted

for several light intensities as a function of reciprocal temperature

in Figure 2.9. The experimental details are more fully described

in that figure caption. All the photocurrent curves obtained display

the familiar maximum near the temperature where tha dark current

and photocurrent are equal, with thermally activated regions at

higher and lower temperatures. The values of certain band structure

parameters have been calculated from these data by use of the A.B.F.

model as shown in Figure 2.10. The decrease in low temperature

photocurrent accompanying the annealing of GeTe 2 appears to result
2

primarily from an increase in Ev , a parameter which characterizes

the width of the valence band density of states tail. However, the

relative increase in E (11%) is less than the relative increase in

E (23%) z 2 Ef, indicating that the width of the calculated valence

band tail relative to thB band gap decreases slightly with annealing

f the results are normalized for the accompanying increase in band

gap. These calculations provide an exceedingly helpful qualitative

assessmunt of the role of annealing in affectinv the density of states

function; however the quantitative results are sufficiently dependent

upon assumptions inherent in the A.1B.F. niuol to require confirmation

by other techniques.

2.3.3 Thermoolcctric Power of GeTe 2  e o

2.3.3.1 Introduction

Although anr attempt to provide a d&tailed analysi:;
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Figure 2. 9 Temperature depondence of photocurront and dark current in 0. 5 Fin

sputtered thin film of GeTo with coplanar molybdenum electrodes, before and

i2

after annealing at 205 0 C, for two different intensities of illumination. Inten-

sity of 10 isphotons/cm 2_sec at a wavelength of 1.0 pm.

l1
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Figure 2. 10 Band structure parameters determined from the'data of Fig. 2. 9

by the methods of Ref. 23, under the assumption that transitions between sets

of localized states at P * and E * dominate the recombination traffic. In order
C V

to assign numerical values to the various densities of states, the following

disposable parameters have been chosen: the microscopic band mobility

P0$-o I cm 2/ V-sec, at all temperatures; the capture coefficient for a nuetral

tra p C 0 ý 10 - cin 3 /sec; and the capture coefficient for a negatively charged

trap C ;ýe 10- cm 3 /sec.

.......... 4
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of the temperature and composition dependence of thermopower

involves the entire spectrum of transport and band structure

parameters, a two band semiconductor model serves to identify

the majority carrier type and the relative roles of majority and minority

*carriers. The applicability of such a model has been confirmed byV. 2,18our earlier studies . by noting a close correspondence In sane

cases between the slope of the thermopower, S, vwrsus reciprocal

temperature and the electrical activation energy. Knowledge of the

majority carrier type versus composition or structural state (in the

case of annealing effects) can be combined with conductivity and

optical absorption data within the context of the band conductlac model

to yield the approximate positions of the valence and conduction

band edges and the Fermi level.

We selected the GeTe 2 - GeSe sputtered amorphous film

system for detailed thermopower measurements, because of our

extensive experience with optical, electrical, and thermal studies

of these films 3. We wished also to study the effects of a changing

band gap in a chalcogenide system whose atomic s truoture could be

considered more or less fixed. For this pseudo-binary we consider that

the short-range order consists of tetrahedrally coordinated Ge atoms,

connected by Gc-Te-Ge and Ge-Se-Ge linkages in such a way that

essentially all bonds are either Ge-Se or Ge-Te. Furthermore, the

thermal data (Tg(x)) would be Inconsistent with any significant clustering

tendency among like bonds and X-ray diffraction revealed none of the

features associated with phase separation, even after long anneal.
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just below T . Thus we visualize this system as a potentially

ideal random solution of Ge-Te and Ge-Se bonds all sharing a

common coordination structure. The accumulating evidence for such

a simplified structural model permits the analysis of thermopower, a

subtle transport behavior probe, without introducing arbitrary structural

hypotheses (e.g., phase separation, partial crystallization, etc.)

to account for the observed results. In addition, both the, positional

and compositional disorder favor a CFO model in the density of states.

An additional complexity arises in conjunction with the analysis

of electronic transport in sputtered amorphous semiconducting films,

involving the role of defects in controlling the band structure of the

films prior to any annealing. We have observed and reported the effects

of annealing upon the dc conductivity, optical absorption and thermo-

power of several GeTe 2 -GeSe alloys 2 ' 3 ' 1 8 and have observed these

effects in most other sputtered amorphous samples (except those whose

0
T is below about 130 C and which presumably anneal during deposition).
g

These changes in band structure with annealing appear to occur at temp-

eratures where atomic mobility is negligible, and, indeed, we can find

little X-ray evidence in the chalcogenides for significant atomic re-

arrangements accompanying them. Extensive studies of analogous effects

in evaporated and sputtered amorphous Si and Ge thin films25 have been

interpreted in the past in terms of the removal and coalescence of

voids whose interior surfaces contribute localized defect states,
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smearing out the top of the valence band. As these'voids are

removed, or as their surface area is reduced via coalescence, the

concentration of these defect states is reduced and their dominance

over bulk electronic properties, at least at high temperatures, is

lost. To our knowledge, the density of states function for a defective

amorphous Ge or Si sample has not been experimentally determined, so

the nature of the assumed band smearing and introduction of the defect-

associated localized states is still speculative. More recently our

own work (see section 3 and Appendix II) has clearly demonstrated

a structural distinction between sputtering and other forms of

deposition. The difference due to impurities makes a singificant

contribution to the density of states and attendent optical properties.

For Si and Ge, no T has ever been observed either thermally
g

or mechanically (i.e., via a direct measurement of viscosity), and

our own observations of the thermal annealing of defects in sputtered Ge

indicate that crystallization begins before defect annealing has terminated.

One ultimate goal of our materials survey work is to correlate band

structure and electronic properties with atomic structure. Clearly,

then, the annealed amorphous solid with well known atomic structure

is the ideal point of departure. The GeTe 2 - GeSe 2 sputtered alloys

meet this requirement because they all have demonstrable T 's, indicdtingg

that any structural defects introduced during sputtering can, in principle,
be removed by annedling at or above T before any ciystallization can

occur. The changes in electronic properties (optical absorption and
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transport) which accompany defect removal can be considered as a

bonus, providing an indirect description of the band structure of the

defective glass.

2.3.3.2 Experimental Results

The temperature dependence of the thermopower of various

alloys in the GeTe 2 - GeSe 2 system is shown in Figure 2.11 in which

we have plotted the Seebeck Coefficient, S, versus reciprocal absolute

temperature for the virgin and for the fully annealed films. A plot

* 0
of the conductivity and conductivity activation energy AE-, at 96 C

-1
is shown in Figure 2. 12. The virgin films all obey the relation S = BT -C,

and the values of B correspond approximately to the relationship eB = A E,

where b E is the conductivity activation energy. Since S and B are

positive for the virgin (defective) films, and since eB z A Eo, the

intrinsic semiconductor model indicates that the motion of holes in

the valence band is the dominant conduction mechanism for all of tho

virgin films.

A progressive increase of the effect of annealing upon S is

observed with increasing GeSe 2 concentration, as indicated in Figure 2. 11.

Alloys containing 50% or more of the GeSe2 component (including our

preliminary results on the 90% and 100% GeSe2 alloys) have hegative

Seebeck coefficients for all experimentally accessible temperatures.

Only for the GeTe 2 alloy does the one band semiconductor model appear

applicable to annealed alloys. ror this alloy eB *h -A Eo0 Indicatlng

hole conduction in the valence band. For intermediate alloys, a
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Figure 2.11 Thermopower (Seebeck coefficient S) versus 1 03/T for amorphous

(GeTe 2) lx (GeS e2)x virgin and annealed sputtered alloy films.
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I

C,

Figure 2. 12 E1ectrical conductivity and conductivity activation energy at

96 C versus composition for amorphous (GoTe 2)l1 x (GeSe 2)x virgin and annealed

sputtered films. Tangents of Ina versus 10 3/T at 96 C were used for activation

energies.
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mixture of electron and hole conduction appears to affect the

value of S in accordance with the two band semiconduct ,r model

predictions:

Sek ( h
S Uh+ Ue e kT 2)-(

Considering the compositional dependence of U-E° and B for the

annealed alloys, as S and P decrease, AXE° increases, indicating a

progressive increase in a'e relative to orh as Se is substituted for Te.

The detailed effects of annealing ipon thermopower and

conductivity emerge from an examination of S and a, edS/d(1/T) and

4E 0o, at 96°C versus annealing temperature, as plotted in Figures 2.13

and 2.14, respectively. If data at 96°C were unavailable due to

experimental limitations, the original data were extrapolated to give

points at 9600. Such extrapolated information is indicated by broken

lines in the figures. Note that the entire change in the conductivity

(aside from crystallization) takes place below T and does not change

in the vicinity of T . The values of S and edS/d(l/T) continue to show

annealing effects above T , indicative of subtle changes in transpot

mechanism which are not reflected in the conductivity itself. We

speculate that these changes in S at or above T are associated withg

minor changes in short range order. These arise boctuse the sputtering

process produces the glassy phase under co:nditions whiero atomic

mobility may be extrom,:,y limited, leading to a hiqhe, energy bowding

confi ur'ltioll (leins :Jhort iange ord =r) in th, sputtvred (;,iss than would

4-- '. - ---
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i

4

Figure 2.13 Thermopower and electrical conductivity at 96°C versus anneal-

ing temperature for sputtered (GeTe2) - (GeSe2) alloys. Small arrows in

the lower figure indicate glass transition temperatures. The large arrow for

GeTe 2 represents crystallization.
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Figure 2. 14 Electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient activation ener-

i0

gies at 96 C versus annealingj temperature for sputtered (GeTe ) G~2 l-x (G~ 2)x

alloys.

T•£
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prevail in, the supercooled metastable liquid state at T . However

-this Ord otng tendency appears :to be an inadequate explanation for

Sthee aneaiing. effects which occur for both S and U well below Tg,

due - the very -low predicted atomic-inobilities at these temperatures.

2.3.4 A Band: Leve:l Picutre of GeTe 2 -GeSe Films: The Effect of Annealing

In this section we combine our new transport measurements with our
2,3

earlier optical absorption data to present a unified picture of the band

structure of GeTe -GeSe2 alloys as functions of composition and state of

annealing. As might be anticipated, the gross features of the band structure,

i.e., the positions of the band edges and the Fermi level, are more easily

determined than the subtle features such as the density of states within

the gap. Of the measurements here reported, only photoconductivity yields

information concerning these states, information which must be derived

indirectly (according to our present models) by a consideration of the

transport of photoexcited carriers in band states. Until a more satisfactory

method of directly measuring the density of states is available, the indirect

approach via photoconductivity remains the most suitable approach.

In the model building described below, however, we shall ignore

the localized states. These partially filled low mobility states manifest

themselves indirectly in this model through their role in establishing the

Fermi level, whose position will in effect be treated as a disposable parameter.

The model we have cho;sen, then, corresponds in generdl to an osymmetrical two
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band semiconductor, and the only parameters to be determiined are the

band gap and the Fermi level as functions of composition and state of annesal.

The ratio of the measured electrical activation energy, AE , to the

"optical absorption gap", 6Eopt (arbitrarily defined as the energy at

which the absorption coefficient, oa, equals 104 cm " is plotted versus

composition in RIgure 2. 15 for both virgin and annealed materials, For

B annelaed (GeTe-2)x (GeSe 2)x films, this ratio peaks near x = 0.5, while

the thermoelectric data indicate p-type conduction for x = 0.4 and n-type

conduction for x = 0.5. We therefore p1o pose that in annealed compositions

from x = 0 to x = 1, the Fermi level starts below the gap center, passes

through the gap center at x = 0. 5 and stays above the gap center for x - 0. 5.
4 1)

By normalizing the 1%E /h W (104 cm- ) data to the gap center at x = 0.5

for the annealed state, the relative position of the Fermi level in the gap

can be plotted for the alloy system. That is, at x = 0.5,

Ef- E- E f 0 Ef - E
- 0.5. Assuming that =G

E -E E -E 4 1 E -E
c v c v hw(10 cm ) c v

Ec - E
forx • 0.5, and G E -E for x t 0.5, with G independent of composition

C v
and determined at x = 0.5 for the annealed state, the band edges and Feriai

level are shown in Figure 2. 16 for the annealed state. Us ing the same

value of G for virgin materials, the energy levels for virgin alloys are

4 -1
given in Figure 2.17. Since it is also assumed that E - E = hW(10 cm-)

in these figures, the vertical scale is only approximate.

The choice of another convention for - E v based on optical absorption

would not greatly alter Figures 2.16 and 2. 17 although the vertical scLO's would
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FJqure 2.15 Ratio of conductivity activation energy to "opLical gap" for virgin
and annealed sputtered (GeTe ) (GeSe2) alloys. Tangents oflncrversus

2 I- ~ 2) alosxagnso nvru

10 3 /kT at 960 C are used for activation energies and the photon energies for

4 -
which the optical absorption coefficient equals 10 cm are used as "optical

gaps".
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Figure 2.16 Energy levol diagram versus composition for amorphous annealed

(GoTe2 ) 1-x (aGeSe 2 )x alloys showing relative positions of valence and con-

duction band (or mobility) edges and the Irermi level. Vertical scale is SAp-

proximate.
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1'igure 2.17 Energy level diagram versus composition for amorphous virgin

(GeTe 2 )1-x (GeSo2 )x sputtered alloys showing relative positions of valence

and conduction band (or mobility) edges and the e'ermi level. Vertical scale

is approximate.
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be changed. Also, G as defined above probably is not completely

independent of composition and annealing, but it is unlikely, in this

simple pseudo-binary with one Group VI element being replaced by another,

-that G varies drastically.

The following qualitative features of rigures 2. 16 and 2. 17 are independent

of the quantitative assumptions:

1) In virgin materials Ef is on the valence band side of the gap for all

compositions.

2) Ef is further from the gap center for virgin matcerials than for annealed

materials.

3) Annealing moves the Fermi level away from the valence band at all

compositions.

4) Annealed GeTe 2 is p-type, whereas annealed GeSe2 is n-type (based

on an extrapolation from x = 0.9).

5) The ratio 'Ef/T - Ev) of the annealed alloys moves continuously from

<0.5 to > 0.5 from GeTe2 ýo GeSu 2 .

6) In virgin materials, alloying brings Ef away from the valence band,

as evidenced by Ef/(E - Ev).

7) As previously known, annealing increases the band gap.

Speculations on the explanations of the above features:

1) Virgin Materials are p-type because the valence band edge is sharper

than that of the conduction band edge. Mixing GeTe 2 and GeSo 2

reduces Lhe sharpness of the valence band edge, resulting in :he

small rise in Aro/h (0 (10" 4c 1 ) for mixed virgin ml.eridls in rig. 2.15.
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2) Annealing sharpens the conduction band edge more than it affects

the already sharp valence edge.

3) Annealed GeSe 2 and GeTe2 have opposite conductivity types in spite,

of the assumed structural similarity. This is not understood, though

it is provocative to note that the trend is in the same direction as

2G
found for a number of III-V and II-VI crystalline semiconductors; i.e.,

the tendency toward n-ty-e (p-typo) bchavior due to native defects

increases as the atomic number of the cation decreases (increases).

The effectiveness of such a simplified model in accounting for the

observod optical and transport properties is pleasing. The effect of annealing

upon the Preni level begins to provide an indication of the density and depth

of the electronic, states associitted with the defects. In future studios we

hc~po to use ac conductivity to help map the relative densities of the localized

stateos near the "eromi level as a function of annealing history,.

2.4 Survey Studies of High T Ternary ,mid Pseudo-'ThrnarK Chalcoieiide

Sstems

2.4. 1 Introduction

Our survey of chalcogenide gOaý,Is has emphasized the

relationship h)tween clihenical composition, atomic structure, and th<2

gotss trani'ition phenomenon. hik-Ismu:h as cry-tnJ lization and softoiing

are tho mo.,t probabti, -auvcS of 1 lu.keo,0 for ' n, dPVI-,phou: a!oy device,

NVhIC.,10r ot,.jc il. el,(QAic,1l or slfl('uctiUrd, e hdve focu; -1K cOtwt iderohle

ci, fl t Oil Ib.' U, -t 'liiy "I.t of '1 , %.hi .h olit-1 (w t( ,litleQ the th , ti ll
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for crystallizatirn and flow phenomena. Our initial approach to

this problem was to assume that the chalcogen saturated compositions,

(i.e., those wilhose stoichiometry allows for complete cross-linking

of the chalcogen chains or rings to form a random network of tile GeS 2

or As 2S sort) or mixtures of them, woul& lead to fhe highest T 's.

The results presented in the first two Semi-P nnual Technical Reports

of this contract ),2 indicated that maxima in T are uncommon in
g

pseudo-binary mixtures of chalcogen saLurated compositions (we

found none), so that no increase in T by tho addition of new components

to a binary composition can be expectled if chalcogen saturation is
Smaintained. The highest measured T among binary chalcogen saturated

comnpositons is the 430 0 of GeS 2, a value which has recently bon
27

confirmed .~rWhile this is indcod a high T , we wondered whether
9

it werft possible to achieve comparable values of T in lower bandg

9ap -mtorials. oeS 2 has an optical gap of approximately 3 eV, and

mnay of the interestk-g chalcogunide switching and memory effects

occur more commonly in materials with optical gaps of less than 1.5 eV.

Ali -iCourniging 'pproach to this problorn was reported in the

Second Scnrai-Annual Tochnico] lReport , and consistad of the discovery

of a regiun of T mixil, in thc SJ-As-Tu ,:,.tui. along tha line9

connoc-tinq As to SM.. The hiohst T which we mieasured along this

line was 43j0°C for S i s which anpears to Ibe at or near the

mnaxim,, : for thi evnt.re !orn ry ry, tovi.. Tha!.2 l0,) , iiwe band

; 4 1 h, o•dor of I . - I .i a V b.t l ' h Iie c, '!,uto, of
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containing Si, which imparts its oxide optical absorption bands

to all but the most carefully prepared samples, and tends to

accentuate the oxidation and crystallization of thin films via its

reaction with moisture. In addition, our switching studies of thin

film samples in this ternary system indicated extraordinarily high

Sbreakdown fields, which limit potential switching applications to

very thin films. We therefore tried to apply the concept of average

coordination number, which appeared to control the values of T
g

observed in this ternary system, to other chalcogenide systems. Two

of our goals were, (a) to obtain 2ower gap glasses without unduly

lowering T and (b) to reduce or eliminate the Si to o;ytimize these

glasses for optical and electronic device applications.

The maxima in T along the SiTe-As join originally suggestedg

to us the importance of 3-fold average coordination in producing

the strongest random network 3. We continued to assume local

satisfaction of valency (i.e., covalent binding for each atom)

with the coordination number being given by the 8 - n rule. However,

our recent thernodynimic mea surement s in the Go-To system strongly

sugqoet an alternatve binding scheme in the vicinity of the GaTe

composition, involring a rignificant io•Ac component (i.e. , partial

transfer of one electron bun a To atom to a Go atom) and resulting

in an ordered thrce-fb' cuoidinated structure (see section 2.2).

While wo have not c:-'amiond the structural or the-rmodynamic evidence

for suc(l, bo:ndil; effoct., iv) the trntiy J'. 5 ,ion:j tlhe SiTe-As
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join, we now consider the partially ionic model and the

resulting three-fold coordination the most sensible hypothesis to

account for the high T 's in these glasses.

2.4.2 Experimental Results

We have performed extensive T measurements in the SiTe-GeTe-AsS~g

pseudo-ternary system in order to extend the application of the three-

fold coordination model toward lower band gaps and lovwe r T 's, andS~g

to evaluate the trade-off between these two parameters. The Tg

A! data are plotted In Pigure 2.18, revealing a large area of glass

formation in this system. The compositions which yielded a homogeneous

glass in whole or in part are represented by dots on the ternary

triangle. Except for the low T arsenic-rich corner which was not
g

thoroughly studied, the area embraced by these samples constitutes

the region of glass formation for 5 - 10 g samples melted at 110000

in quartz glass ampoules and quenched into a water bath. All calorimeter

samples were examined by reflection optical microscopy to confirm the

absence of crystals. The T isotherms indicate a continuous decline
g

in T as GeTe is substituted for SiTe, for all ratios of (SiTe + GeTe): As.g

This decline is steep at first, and then becomes much more gradual.

The positions of the isotherms in the middle of the system are somewhat

uncertain due to the approximately + 100C, spread in the measured

values and the nearly flat nature of the T surface in this area.

The observed T 9values are very high, in the sen-se that nog
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rmr

rFigure 2.18 Glass transition temperature isotherms in the pseudo-ternary

system 1/2 SiTe - 1/2 GeTe-As. Solid points indicate compositions which

could be obtained as single phaso homogeneous glasses, based on reflection

optical microscopy.

*1 .
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previously reported T in the Ge-Te-As system exceeded 260°C28
g

We suspect that this plane represents a surface of maximum T 's•' • , g

in the quaternary Si-Ge-As-Te system, i.e., that increases or

decreases in the (Si + Ge): Te ratio would result in reductions

in T . We are currently preparing samples totest this hypothesis.
g

The addition of GeTe to glasses on the SiTe-As join shows

the results obtained to date on three bulk samples, all containing

, 30 atomic percent As, but differing in their SiTe;GeTe ratios. Again

we see a sharp decrease followed by a leveling off of the activation

energy, and an analogous increase and leveling off of the conductivity,

These trends correlate well with the T trends, suggesting a casual
g

relationship among them. Preliminary conductivity data for well

annealed sputtered films agree with the bulk glass data, although the

activation energy before annealing in the vicinity of 2000C is about

0. 15 eV lower.

The three-fold coordination model for predicting maximum T

in a multicomponent chalcogenide system has been applied to the

pseudo-binary GeMsSe-GeAsTo system, and the results are plotted

in Nigure 2.20. We observe a well behaved T (x) function which

flattens out in the vicinity of GoAsTe at a value of about 3400C, the

same T rango which occurred in much of the GeTe-SiTc-As pseudo-g

tcrnaiy •tm I. Pubti,jh-d informotion on the Go-As-To system

do,_- , .. i_ H, . tif- hit ,p -ibility of qlauss tormation at the GoAsTo
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.rigur~e.2 19 Aot-Lvation energy- auld cloetiiCal conductivity at 25 0C of three

- L -bulk- - glse in t- -/ ~ / I -A sed-enr ytmvru

•- (Si: Si + Go) ratio.
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Figure 2.20 Glass transition temperature versus composition for bulk glasses

irn the GeAs Te - GeAsSe- pseudo-binary system.
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composition, although we were, in fact, able to obtain such a

glass by very rapid quenching of a small sample.

2.4 .3 Conclusions

We have found the three-fold coordination model for predicting

the highest values of T in multicomponent chalcogenide systems tog

be very effective. In particular, it helps to identify regions of glass

formation which would not have been suspected by examination of the

binary or ternary subsystems which bound the multicomponent system.

Indeed we suspect that new glass systems may be discovered by

conscientious application of this bonding model.

Questions of major importance still remain unanswered by our

effort to sort o, .he possible behavior of T in multicomponent

chalcogenide systems:

1. What is the correlation between T and band gap among the• g

three-fold coordinated chalcogenide subsystems, and does

this correlation constitute a limit on T at constant band gap?

2. Within the three-fold subsystems, what determine s tne

optimum ratio of IV:V:VI components at maximum T ? Preliminaryg

results from the SiTe-As and SiTe-GeTe-As systems indicates

that the 1V4 0V2 0 VI2 0 ratio approaches this optimum, but

at present we have no good model to account for this correlation.

3. rinally, if the three-fold coordination model is to gain credibility,

it wil). require structural confirflnation via diffraxction or other

structural e:.perimvnts which directly siinple the nearest

neighbor environment of each ato,1 type.i
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3. ABSTRACTS OF COMPLETED WORK

3.1 Introduction

During this portion of the contractual period several studies

initiated both during the last period and during the past several

months have reached either the prepublication stage or have been

published. Rather than continue to summarize this work we are

simply including the abstracts from the preprints or reprints. These

completed papers are available from ECD, a few copies of which

are also included along with the report, and are listed in the appendices.

The papers cover those topics to which we have addressed

our attention over the past year. They deal, for example, with

structural activities in which the amorphous state in silicon and

germanium is achieved in a variety of ways (including ion implantation

performed at the -ughes Laboratories) which are then compared. The

impact of defects and impurities is quite dramatic and these results

enable us for the first time not only to sort out the impurity influences

but also to obtain a reasonable estimate of the difference in impurity

content among the various preparation schemes.

We also have a continuing interest in the marriage between

the amorphous semiconductor technology and the more conventional

solid-state electronics art. This involves a consideration of inter-

faces, contacts and electrodes and led directly to our study of Pd 2Si.

In its own right this study represents a major contribution to the
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understanding of an important silicon-electrode interaction.

Our long-standing involvement in materials characterization

has been responsible for our collaboration with A. Bienenstock on

the structure of the Te-based memory glasses. The elucidation of

the crystallization behavior of these glasses is, of course, also part

of our progtam, presented in the last report to ARPA and recently

published. This abstract is included below as it represents completed

work. We are currently maintaining our effort in understanding these

crystallizing glasses as outlined carlier in this report.

The sputtering process by which most of the alloy glasses are

prepared has in the past been mostly an uncharacterized facet of our

work. This has sponsored our explorations of the argon content in

sputtered films and of the desorption process. E. A. Fagen's first

contribution to this program -- delivered also as a taik to the APS

March meeting -- is included here.

And H. K. Rockstad's studies of transport and the switching

process (and their Interrelationship) in many of the same materials that

we structurally characterize, is represented by completed work in those

fields abstracted below along with E. A. FcN(jn's work on photo-

conductivity.

3.2 Structural Studies

302.1 'StructuW and Llectrical Characturistics of Epitaxial

Ptllafiuli Silici¢k, Cuntictý; on Sinie] Ci y;tIal Silic-a

and ])if[used p-li ln io.'l by \,'V.Dl. !tJcl oy tnd

; .C .G o:;; (:ub.,itu'd to ,'Cl,!i .- t,'t c ticonic';)
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Pd Si contacts to single crystal silicon have

hbeqenmad6' by depositing 'Pd at room temperature and annealing

at a succession of elevated temperatures. The silicide so

formed is a single crystal, uven at room temperature. Its

crystal structure is uniquely related to that of the underlying

silicon with the basal plane of Pd Si making ,an excellent

match, with respect to silicon, atom posltions, with the ,(i'll)

plan.e of silicon. Understanding this spitaxyleads to an

appreciation of the eAcellent electrical charactefistics of these

contacts which are shown, to be superib 'to alloyed aluminum.

For comparison, barrier height measurements reproduce earlier

results of Kircher on Pd2Si formed during a high temperature

(2000C) deposition of Pd.

3.2.2 "Impurity Effects on the Structure of Amorphous Silicon

and Germanium Prepared in Various Ways" by S. C. Moss,

'P. rlynn and L. - 0. Bauer (submitted to Phih., Mag.).

Thin film transmission electron diffraction patterns

from amorphous silicon, prepared by ion-implantation, RF

sputtering and vapor deposition (evaporated) are strikingly

similar in most details except in the exact position of the diffuse

peaks. For high purity silicon, either evaporated or ion-

implantcd, the first diffuse ring, for example, comes consistently

at a value of s = 41TsinO/X, slightly lower than the (111) Bragg
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peak ofthe crystallized film; For sputtered films •this

sequence is reversed both in electron diffraction and in

X-ray scattering from thick films of - 811 . The reversal

is attributed to impurities., most probably oxygen of nitrro6gen.

The implications for Structural analysis are presented in t'errrav

of the derivation of positions and shapes of the peaks in, the

pair correlation function, This structural Information is

qualitatively invoked to explain some observations on properties•i

The entire effect seems somewhat less pronounced in amorphous

germanium films of all thicknes.ses, although it anneals •out

much more readily in germanium than in silicon.

3.203 "Neutron and X-ray Diffraction Radial Distribution

Studies of Amorphous Ge 17Te 83 by F. Betts,

A. Bienenstock, D.T. Keating, and J. deNeufville

(In press, J. Non-Crystalline Solids).

Bulk amorphous samples of amorphous Ge 17 Te 83

have been prepared by quenching of small molten droplets.

Radial distribution functions have been constructed from both

x-ray and neutron diffraction intensity data. These indicate

first neighbor peaks at 2.75 k and 2.65 )., ,respectively,

-indicating the greater sensitivity of 'he neutron RDF to atoms

pairs containing the smaller Ge atom. The first peak area

- in both RDP's is not consistent with twofold coordination of
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the Ge. It can be fit by two types of models. In the

first, the Ge is fourfold and the Te tvv fold, coordinated°,

In the second, the Ge is threefold coordinated, while some Te

are threefold and others twofold coordinated. It is shown that

both types of models are consistent with RDF's performed on

other comnpositions.

3.3 Thermal Analysis of Materials

3.3.1 "Thermally Stimulated Argon Release from Amorphous

Alloy Films" by E. A. Fagen, Mat. Res. Bull. 7, 279,

(1972).

A new diagnostic technique is described for the study

of kinetic processes in sputtered thin films. Examples are given

of application to amorphous chalcogenide alloys, and are compared

with the results of differential scanning calorimetry.

3.3.2 "Thermal Crystallization of Selected Thin Films of

Te-Based Memory Glasses" by S. C. Moss and

J. P. deNeufville, Mat. Res. Bull. 7, 423.'(1972).

X-ray diffraction on 1 - 10 p films and transmission

electron microscopy and diffraction on - 500 A films have been

performed on sputtered glasses based on the Ge-Te eutoctic at

GeisTe 8 5 . The rates and morphologies of crystallization have

been studied along with the influence of selected impurities.

Thermodynamic factors have also been considered all of which
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has contributed-to our understanding cf the' memory setting

action in 'the RM-256 computer memory array'. It appears,

that this memory effect is due to the fine scale crystallization

,of Te dendrites and that the supression of the, telluride format.•:3n

may play an important role.

3.4 Theortical Studies in Transport and Switchirn

3.4.1 "Comments on the ac Conductivi9 . of Amorphous

Chalcogenides"' by H. K.. Rock1-' ,, Solid State Comm.,

9, 2233 (1971).

The comparison of the ac concl Ativity for various

amorphous chalcogenides with band g? ' ranging from less

than 1 to greater than 2 eV is discuss j in terms of localized

states. Comments in the literature' ., •berning curious results

in the ac conductivity rare discussertand an interpretation given.

3.4.2 "Electrical Stability of Bu ,; S-Shaped Negative

Differential Conductivity M.3dia" by H. K. Rockstad

and M. P. Shaw, submitted for publication in Applied

Physics Letters.

As originally potulaftd by RJdley, bulk media exhibiting

isothermal current ccatrolled negative differential conductivity

(NDC) are shown to be unstable with respect to small fluctuations

in the current density, leading to current density filamentation.

In contrast to Ridley's arguments, however, we describe and



elucidate the instability in terms of internal induced magnettb

flux. We show that Lenz's law does, not apply to NDC points.

3.4.3 "Analysis of Photoconductivity in Pkmorphous

Chalcogenides" by T.C. ArnoldusSen,_?,o, H. Bube,

E. A. Fagen and S. Holmberg, J. Appl. ;Phys. 43, 4 ,(1972).'

Starting with standard semiconductor recomnbination

statistics and a generalized distribution of localtZ.ed states

within the mobility gap of an amorphous semiconductor, a model

for photoconductivity has been developed-. Oonsistency-with

experimentation phenomena requires the inclusion in this

modelnot only of the trarltional nonlocalized-to-localized state

recombination transitions, but-also of two types of localized-to-

localized state recombination transitions: (;) from states nearer

than a critical energy to the conduction edge, to similar states

nearer than a critical energy to the valence edge; (2) irom

states near the mobility edges to states near the the thermal

equilibrium Fermi level. Such a model has general applicability

to a variety of different types of amorphous chalcogenides,

encompasses previously reported variations of photoconductivity

with intensity and temperature, and provides a way of estimating

the characteristic parameters of localized states in those

materials. Quantitative application of the model is made to

photoconduntivity data for three amorphous chalcogenides.
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4 * LIST.OF CONTRIBUTORS

The present report represents a significant departure from- the two

earlier reports in that the •materials survey results are now crganized in

terms of chemistry rather than ,in terms of experimental technique. We feel

that an important advance has occurred when the overlap of such, disparate

studies as thermopower and' calorimetry, transport and' electron microscopy,

can be focused on the same group of materials to yield, with the help of

a simple conceptual model, an overview of many of the chalcogenide

glass properties. We- have begun to find answers to the basic concerns

which underly all these studies: the detailed atomic and electronic structures,

their Interrelationship, and their role in controlling the physical and chemical

properties of the chalcogenide glasses.

In a highly cooperative and integrated program of this sort it Is,

sometimes difficult to identify the roles of the individual scientists. The

traditional technique-oriented specialization of individual scientists occurs

to some extent at.ECD, and the codtributioa,ocf each man can be superficially

correlated with his current area of specialization: j. P. deNeufville, calorimetry j

and sputtering; E. A. •Pagen, photoconductivity and mass spectrometry; S. C. Moss,

diffraction and microscopy; H. K. Rockstad, thermoelectric power and conduc-

tivity. While the data inevitably flow from specific experiments traceable

to specific individuals, most of the resulting overview of past progress and

motivation towards new research emerges as equally shared common ground.
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SCIENTISTS

.. P. deNeufville S. C. Moss

E. A. Fagen H. K. Rockstad

TECONCIAANS

Ingot and cglhbde fabrication

J. T-yler

Calorimetry and sputtering-

"D. *Sarrich

Conductivity and optica], absorption

R. Stluin

Thermopower and conductivity

R. Flasck

X-ray diffraction-

R. Goss

Electron microscopy and diffraction

P.. K. Flynn

Photoconductivity and argon desorption

R. Shaw
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APPENDIX III

Talks presented by ECD research staff members on work supported byvARPA:

S7. P., deNeufville

L Fall Colloguium - Materialsz Science Department, Case-Western

Research University, 1971.

2. Contributed Paper - Annual Meeting Am. Ceramic Soc., Wash., D,.. C

'May (1972)-.

E. A. Pagen

1. Contributed paper, Martti meeting APS,Atlantic City (1972).

S. C. Moss

1. Invited Talk - Thin Film Div.. AVS Boston, Nov. 1971.

2.. Invited Talk - IBM Watson Research Labs., April 1972.

3. Physics Colloquium, Michigan State University, Oct. 1971.

4. Engineering Sciences Colloquium, Brown University, Nov. 1971.

5. Materials Science Colloquium, Lehigh University, Dec. 1971.

6. Physics Colloquium, Oakland University, Jan. 1972.

7. Materials Center Colloquium, Univ. of Maryland, Feb. 1972.

8. Physics Colloquium, University of Houston, March, 1972.

9. Contributed Paper, Winter Meeting APS, Boston (1971).
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H. -K. Rockstad

1. Contributed Paper, Annual Meeting APS, San Fraficisco (1972).

2-2. Contributed Paper, March Meeting APS, Atlantic City (1972).
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